Background and purpose: Acute central retinal artery occlusion (CRAO) is a serious ophthalmologic emergency that may result in monocular blindness. To date, studies evaluating intra-arterial thrombolysis (IAT) have not shown a definitive clinical benefit. We have conducted a systematic review with a meta-analysis to effectively evaluate this treatment option.
iNtRODUctiON
Acute non-arteritic central retinal artery occlusion (CRAO) is a rare ophthalmologic emergency. Less than 30% of CRAO patients will demonstrate a spontaneous improvement in visual acuity (VA) (1) (2) (3) . Despite the severity of this condition, few effective therapeutic options exist. Current standard therapy (ST) includes a combination of non-invasive or minimally invasive therapies such as aspirin, topical beta-blockers, carbogen, ocular massage, and anterior chamber paracentesis. These therapies have all largely demonstrated limited efficacy, even though they remain the only therapeutic options commonly available (4, 5) .
Intravenous and endovascular methods have been examined in CRAO. Intra-arterial thrombolysis (IAT) may reduce systemic side effects by potentially lowering the total dose needed compared IAT to intravenous administration (6) (7) (8) . Similarly, direct administration of thrombolytic agents to the target vessel may improve overall efficacy. This approach is an attractive therapeutic option given that systems of care that are currently being upgraded for the endovascular treatment of acute stroke via thrombectomy can be leveraged and utilized for rapid IAT treatment, despite the difference in the treatment paradigm (9) . The published results of IAT for CRAO have been inconsistent resulting in a controversial view of its efficacy. The most recent meta-analysis evaluating IAT for CRAO was conducted in 2000, reported on only 100 patients treated with IAT, and did not utilize any controlled studies (10) . In this manuscript, we provide a systematic review of the most relevant literature and perform a meta-analysis of controlled studies evaluating the efficacy of IAT for improving VA in CRAO.
metHODS
This meta-analysis was performed in accordance with the 'Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Review and MetaAnalyses' (PRISMA) (11) . We conducted a literature search in MEDLINE and EMBASE for studies utilizing IAT in the treatment of CRAO from January 1, 1946 to January 1, 2015. Key words utilized included "retinal artery, " "intra-arterial fibrinolysis, " "intra-arterial thrombolysis, " and "intra-arterial thrombolytic. " Relevant articles were systematically reviewed for content and overall significance. Inclusion criteria for qualitative systematic reviews consisted of studies in English containing five or more patients with acute onset non-arteritic CRAO undergoing IAT with either urokinase or rt-PA. In order to be included for the quantitative meta-analysis, reports had to include a control group treated with ST.
The number of patients with visual improvement was extracted and odds ratios (OR) with 95% confidence intervals were calculated for each study. Visual improvement was defined as any improvement in VA in either the IAT or ST group. When more than one measure of visual improvement was reported, the reported primary outcome was chosen. When a primary outcome for visual improvement was not designated or apparent, the most restrictive definition of improvement was chosen. The meta-analysis was then conducted using the inverse variance method for weighting studies and the DerSimonian-Laird estimator for quantifying heterogeneity. Both fixed-and randomeffects model meta-analysis were performed and a forest plot was produced using Review Manager version 5.3.5. The initial analysis was exploratory and included only the retrospective non-randomized studies due to their presumed similar level of evidence. Our primary analysis was performed in identical fashion, but additionally included the results of the randomized trial. SAS 9.3 was used to construct a mixed effects model to evaluate the effect of study quality on treatment outcomes and assess for suitability of including studies of different quality in the pooled meta-analysis. The mixed effect model utilized was conducted in accordance with the methods described in Sheu and Suzuki (12) . This approach allowed modeling of the log odds ratio (log OR) as the response variable. The variance of the log OR for each study was derived from Argresti et al. (13) .
The R package meta (R version 3.1.1, The R Foundation for Statistical Computing) was used to construct a funnel plot to test for publication bias of study outcomes with respect to study size, which included a formal test of funnel plot asymmetry. All studies included in the qualitative analysis were assessed for additional biases including selection bias. A summary of the qualitative analysis is provided in Table 1 .
ReSULtS

Systematic Review
Our search yielded 318 titles from MEDLINE and 27 titles from EMBASE (Figure 1) . Seventy-six articles were identified as being relevant to our topic. Twenty-one relevant studies were included as they were containing five or more patients treated with IAT for acute non-arteritic CRAO (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) (19) (20) (21) (22) (23) (24) (25) (29) (30) (31) (32) (33) (34) . Of these, nine were excluded either for not being written in English, representing duplicate data, or both. In total, 12 English language studies were identified as being relevant to the topic of discussion and satisfying all criteria for review. Eleven of these studies were retrospective in nature and one was a randomized controlled trial (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) (19) (20) (21) (22) (23) (24) (25) The preliminary weighted pooled analysis included only the five retrospective non-randomized studies of a similar level of evidence (15, 18, 20, 22, 24) . The estimated pooled ORs for fixed effects analysis was 3.41, 95% CI (2.18, 5.33), which was statistically significant (P < 0.0001) favoring IAT. The individual study ORs ranged from 2.18 to 11.24 ( Figure 2) (15, 18) .
meta-analysis
We then evaluated the randomized controlled trial by the European Assessment Group for Lysis in the Eye (EAGLE) equally with the retrospective studies (16) . The individual OR for the EAGLE study was 0.89, 95% CI (0.37, 2.14) demonstrating no significant difference between IAT and ST in that study. Formal meta-analysis of all six studies, including the EAGLE study, A prespecified interim efficacy analysis of the available data on the first 70 enrolled subjects was performed. The probability to detect a significant difference between the two groups upon study completion (200 subjects enrolled) was calculated based on the data of the 70 patients while assuming that the remaining 130 patients would resemble the initial 70 patients. They calculated an 8.1% probability of a statistical difference in favor of the ST group and a 0.1% probability of a statistical difference in favor of IAT therapy. As a result, the DSMB recommended halting enrollment early. A total of 84 patients had been enrolled at this point with data available on 82 patients for final intention to treat analysis resulted in fixed-effects pooled OR of 2.52, 95% CI (1.69, 3.77), which remained in favor of IAT (P < 0.0001) (Figure 3) . A mixed effects model comparing the treatment results of the EAGLE study compared to the retrospective studies showed a fixed effect difference for the estimated log OR that was −1.25 below the estimated log OR of the other five studies. This result did not represent a significant difference between the retrospective studies and the EAGLE study 95% CI (−2.84, 0.34), P = 0.087. Estimated variance of the random effect of study was <0.01 when the fixed effect was included. When the fixed effect FigURe 3 | Forest plot evaluating five retrospective controlled studies and a randomized controlled trial. The addition of the randomized trial, which individually does not support IAT therapy, decreased the pooled odds ratio but it was still significantly in favor of intra-arterial therapy over standard therapy controls. There was an increase in heterogeneity, but this remained non-significant (P = 0.10) supporting the use of this method. was not included, the estimated variance of the random effect was 0.014. Formal testing of funnel plot asymmetry was non-significant (P = 0.47) supporting a lack of publication bias of study outcomes with respect to study size (Figure 4) .
Of the 236 patients examined, major complications included 4 groin hematomas, 2 intracranial hemorrhages, 5 transient ischemic events, 9 ischemic strokes (as documented on MRI imaging), and 1 hemianopia. Both intracranial hemorrhages were not associated with long-term disabilities with an mRS of 0 at the 1-month follow-up (16) . Only two reported ischemic strokes were clinically significant and both resolved without permanent disability with an mRS of 0 at 2 weeks (15, 20) . No studies reported long-term neurological deficit. Minor complications were more commonly reported including headache, tinnitus, and hyperesthesia.
DiScUSSiON
While the use of IAT for CRAO is highly debated, studies directly comparing outcomes between ST and IAT generally favored the use of IAT. All five of the retrospective studies reported better visual outcomes for the IAT group compared to ST, yet, only 2 of those individual studies reached statistical significance in the chosen outcome measure where the lower end of the 95% confidence interval of the OR was greater than one (18, 22) . Nevertheless, the OR for the retrospective studies significantly favored IAT therapy when the data was pooled for meta-analysis (Figure 2) . Furthermore, the OR remained significantly favorable for IAT therapy, despite the addition of the EAGLE study, which does not support IAT therapy independently (16) .
It is important to consider the varying primary outcomes and follow-up duration for studies included in the analysis. All studies reported the primary outcome for all studies [except for one which was not explicitly defined (24) ] to be a change in best-corrected visual acuity (BCVA). In two studies, the primary outcome was determined at 1 month and at final follow-up, a clinically significant improvement being defined as logMAR ≥ 0.3 (18, 19) . A single study defined clinically significant improvement as logMAR ≥ 0.6 (22) within 24 h after treatment, while two studies considered a positive primary outcome if there was one VA category improvement after intervention (21, 25) .
Our meta-analysis supports the hypothesis that IAT significantly increases the likelihood of experiencing an improvement in VA compared with ST alone. Included studies showed dramatic variations in the efficacy of both IAT (23.5-80% in VA improvement) and conservative therapies alone (1-3, 29, 30 ).
assessment and treatment of Bias within included Studies
Qualitative analysis serves to address potential individual study design flaws and the potential for biases, specifically selection bias, within the included studies. The single most important driver of the positive results was the study by Schmidt et al. with the largest sample size and a significant treatment effect favoring IAT (22) . It also had a favorable assessment of bias with excellent matching of time from symptom onset to time of treatment in both groups IAT for CRAO Review and Meta-Analysis and likewise excellent matching of the stage of CRAO occlusion between groups. Control patients were not always treated concurrently in the various studies. Determination of treatment with ST in some patients depended on the fact that the medical center was not yet performing IAT for CRAO at that time point. A priori application of inclusion and exclusion criteria was not consistently applied to any of the retrospective studies except for Ahn et al. introducing additional risk for selection bias (15) . There were no differences in baseline characteristics except in the time from symptom onset to initiation of treatment parameter, which tended to be longer in control groups of retrospective studies potentially favoring IAT.
The variation in therapeutic regimens including type of treatment, dose, duration, and timing varied between patients within each study and between the studies in both IAT and ST groups introducing the potential for treatment bias. All the retrospective studies included in the analysis had considerable variability in both the ST and IAT treatment regimens.
The choice of outcome measure to assess the effectiveness of CRAO therapy varied considerably between studies. Some studies used descriptive terminology for assessments of BCVA improvement, while others used a quantitative analysis involving LogMAR scores derived from BCVA improvement. Likewise, there was significant variation in the definition of a "good outcome" for treatment, ranging from any visual improvement to significant quantified visual score improvement. The timing of follow-up was also inconsistent as some studies evaluated immediate outcomes, while others focused on delayed outcome measures ranging from 1 month to 1 year or more.
inclusion of Randomized and Non-Randomized Studies in the Pooled analysis Different approaches were considered for sensitivity analysis to account for differences in study quality. One strategy involves assigning higher weight to studies with a level of evidence. Most weighting methods are considered arbitrary and study quality should not modify the precision of the pooled estimates (35) . An alternative approach focuses the sensitivity analysis on the components of study quality considered most important to the meta-analysis. We performed a mixed effects approach utilizing a fixed covariate to identify the overall "component of study quality, " which we considered important (35, 36) . Our study utilized an indicator variable and separated the individual studies into two categories: those that are prospective randomized trials and those that are not. A significant result of this fixed effect covariate would indicate that the EAGLE study has a significant difference in treatment effect compared to the other studies. We used a mixed effects model analysis, which resulted in −1.25 on the log OR scale for the EAGLE study lower than the non-randomized studies. The difference was not statistically significant and, therefore, our analysis of the impact of study quality shows no significant difference in overall treatment effect between studies of different quality. This supports the decision to pool all controlled studies meeting inclusion criteria regardless of level of evidence.
Even though the EAGLE study was a randomized controlled trial, significant concerns have been raised from various experts regarding its study design and its inclusion and exclusion criteria (37) (38) (39) . We used the inverse variance method was used to calculate OR and P-value and obtained similar results using the Mantel-Haenszel method and the random effects model. The test of heterogeneity was not statistically significant (P = 0.1) and supported the models used.
clinical Relevance
Despite the positive outcomes of this meta-analysis, we do not recommend universal acceptance of IAT for CRAO. The inconsistent results that we observed based on the lack of efficacy for IAT seen in the only randomized trial and the divergence of these results from prior retrospective studies raises important questions.
Study design plays an important role in evaluating an intervention and significantly affects the likelihood of observing the desired effect. Given the possible flaws seen in the EAGLE trial, efforts should be directed at identifying study design choices of the EAGLE study that may have prevented seeing a positive treatment effect. The inclusion criteria of the EAGLE trial were broad and resulted in a heterogeneous study sample with regard to initial severity of CRAO. CRAO is classified into stages, which include incomplete, subtotal, and total subtypes in the order of increasing severity. Evaluation of the degree of arterial occlusion is based on fundoscopic findings or angiography and has been shown to correlate with visual outcomes after treatment with thrombolytics. Clinically significant improvement in VA was most likely to be seen in cases of incomplete CRAO (50-76.9%) as opposed to subtotal (10.6-14.3%) and total occlusion (0%) (15) . A potentially effective strategy for future randomized trials may be to enroll CRAO patients who are in the incomplete stage, the subtotal stage or a combination of both stages. This strategy would exclude the total stage where an IAT treatment effect is not likely to be seen. This would serve to increase average treatment effect, decrease variance, and thereby decrease the sample size needed for future studies.
Time from symptom onset to fibrinolysis is another significant factor in the treatment of CRAO. Current results have inconsistently demonstrated an association between time to treatment and functional outcomes (39) (40) (41) . While improvements can be observed in patients treated with IAT well after 6 h, we speculate the effectiveness of the intervention to lessen as time to treatment lengthens, in a similar fashion to endovascular stroke therapy (37, 38, 42) . Based on prior evidence, multiple time points for intervention should be considered (41, 43) .
Fear of serious complications associated with IAT is frequently cited, yet, our review did not demonstrate a heightened risk for long-term neurological complications.
Limitations
While our meta-analysis was able to include a large number of patients, significant limitations are present. One limitation is the inherent treatment selection bias found in non-randomized studies, which can lead to confounders being over-represented in a given cohort. The decision on whether or not to perform IAT was sometimes related to time from symptom onset. Increased time from visual change to therapy in only one group would be expected to produce worse outcomes thus skewing results. An additional limitation is that our study did not evaluate the degree of visual improvement. In future trials, stratification of visual improvement would help quantify the effectiveness of the intervention and would help better confirm the optimal timing of the intervention (44) . Another limitation was the inclusion of studies of varying levels of quality of evidence. While it is reasonable to include studies of different quality in a meta-analysis, it is not ideal. An additional important limitation is our own bias approaching this topic. Additional non-biased studies are needed to objectively assess the merit of this intervention.
cONcLUSiON
The EAGLE study is the only randomized trial and, considered in isolation, does not support IAT therapy. However, lessons from the acute stroke trials reinforce that it would be inappropriate to dismiss a promising treatment for CRAO based on a single randomized trial. This meta-analysis evaluating all controlled studies reporting IAT therapy for CRAO demonstrated a pooled OR significantly favoring IAT treatment. Our results support that further investigation with additional well-designed randomized controlled trials is necessary prior to establishing universal recommendations about IAT.
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